ordering your official ffa jacket
Official Jacket Policy: FFA jackets are sold to and are
for use by active constitutional FFA members only. If a jacket
is given or sold to a non-member, the emblems and lettering
must be removed.

Jacket Front Lettering: Official jackets are lettered on the
front with computerized embroidery. On the order form, include your
full name and the latest FFA office held with date. Dates will be used
only when you specify an FFA office. Only one office can be used.

Official Jacket Description: The jacket is made of
100% domestic cotton, “national blue” corduroy with a concealed zipper,
slash welt pockets, adjustable brass buckle tab waist, inside pockets and
double-needle stitching for durability. Matching Swiss embroidered
emblems are on the front and back, in “national blue” and “corn gold.”

Jacket Back Lettering: On the order form, list your state
name (which will be above the emblem) and your chapter name
(which will be below the emblem). Back lettering cannot be re-done,
so take extra care when ordering.

Jacket Fit: Carefully reading the instructions on how to order
jackets is imperative. Due to the change of the jacket fit in the fall of
2005, you WILL NOT be able to use old fit jackets to determine what size
to order as the old jackets are not cut in the same way as the new ones.
In general, if a student is of average weight and height, you will only
need to measure their chest/bust and order the corresponding size.
Ordering Instructions: FFA offers two standard jacket
styles, Item 100, tailored for the average male (5´10˝) and Item 103,
tailored for the average female (5´5˝). The charts on page 87 are for
standard jackets and provide the actual body measurements and
physical jacket measurements by size for both males and females. If
your student is of average weight and height, simply measure their
chest/bust and order the corresponding size. If you have any doubt
whether you are ordering the correct size, simply take a few more
measurements and determine if the measurements are the same
as the body measurements for that size (see chart on page 87). If you
find that they are not, check the actual jacket measurements to see if
there will be enough room to account for the discrepancy or whether
you should order a size larger for a more comfortable fit. If you have
any questions, please contact one of our customer representatives for
help. Please follow the instructions and illustrations carefully! DO NOT
GUESS! Official jackets CANNOT be returned, exchanged or credited.

Delivery Information: All jackets are processed on a
“first-in, first-out” basis. Orders are expected to be shipped within three
weeks of receipt. (Note: Deadline for receiving jacket orders needed
for the 85th National FFA Convention is Sept. 14, 2012. Please plan
accordingly. Official jackets needed in less than 14 days will be charged
expedited shipping and handling fees.)
Domestic or Imported: We are in our sixth year of shipping
a combination of both domestic and imported jackets. All fabric is
made domestically and then shipped to Universal Lettering Company
or to our agent overseas for assembly. All jackets are inventoried and
lettered at Universal Lettering Company and are pulled randomly from
stock. If you require a domestically assembled jacket, you can select
the “Domestic Jacket Required” box on the jacket order form for an
additional $10 charge.

Jacket Sizes:
Male jackets (Item 100) are available in sizes 28-56
Female jackets (Item 103) are available in sizes 28-50
Jacket Pricing: Standard corduroy jacket complete
with emblems and lettering.
Standard
Item 100 — $49.00 + $3.00 Cotton Surcharge = $52.00
Domestic
Item 100 — $59.00 + $3.00 Cotton Surcharge = $62.00
Tailored
Item 100-T — $69.00 + $3.00 Cotton Surcharge = $72.00
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